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INTRODUCTION 
In (51 we studied the free boundary problem related to the flow of water 
through a dam of porous isotropic medium, with vertical walls, lying on a 
partially impervious horizontal base. To clarify the geometry of the problem, 
in the (x, y) plane put 
0 = (O,O), A = (a,O), B z(b,O), Er (O,h), 
F=(O,H), F-&H), D=]O,b[ x ]O,H[, 
where a, b, h, H are given, with 0 < a < b, 0 < h < H. The water reservoir 
occupies the half strip ]-co, O[ x 10, h[, D is the dam and the base is 
impervious in l-00, a], and completely pervious in ]a, b]. Suppose that the 
free boundary r (i.e., the separation line between the dry and the wet region) 
ends in a point S = (s, 0) belonging to v, B] (sufficient conditions for this 
are given in [2] and [5]): in this case we have obtained in [ 51 that r can be 
represented as the graph of a continuous, strictly decreasing function d 
defined on [0, s]. 
Our purpose is now to show that Q is also concave, with #‘(O+) = 0 and 
d’(s-) = -co. The proof follows the method due to Friedman and Jensen 
[ 121, using also some results of Alt [ 1,2], Caffarelli [8], and Caffarelli et al. 
1101. 
In Section 1 we recall the known properties of the solution of the physical 
problem; in Section 2 we state and prove the main theorem; in Section 3 we 
obtain further properties of convergence and of asymptotical behaviour. 
Let us point out that, for the dam problem, the convexity of the free 
boundary has been obtained by several methods (for instance, we recall 
Cryer [ 111) that could work also in our case. 
25 
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND ANALYTICITY 
OF THE FREE BOUNDARY 
The problem described in the Introduction may be transformed into the 
following one.’ Put 
1 
f(Y - 4* on [OJq, 
g(x, y) = - qx + h*/2 on [OA], 
0 on [EF] U [FF’] U [FBI, 
K, c {u E H’(D) ( u = g on 80\],4B [ }, 
(1) 
(2) 
find a function W, E K, such that 
I grad W, . grad(v - w,) dx dy D 
+( (v+- w,‘)dxdy>O, VvEK,. 
JD 
In the following, we shall denote the variational inequality (3) by VI, (the 
subscript “a” will be justified in Section 3). 
In [5] we proved that there exists a unique value S * of the unknown real 
parameter q (the discharge of the dam) for which VI, has a unique solution 
w=,+ with the following properties: 
Wa,q E W’qD), Vp E [2,4[, hence w~,~E C’(D); 
Wa.@>O in D; 
dwa,,-=xn 




0 = {(x,Y) ED I w,,&Y) > 01; (7) 
Dy(w,,~~ =0 on ]AB[; (8) 
Dy(w,,ql < 0 and D,(w,,,-) < 0 in Q; (9) 
TEXlnD (10) 
is the graph of a function 4 defined in [0, s], continuous and strictly 
decreasing, with ((0) = h and d(s) = 0. 
‘This is the approach of (51 derived from (41; other effective methods can be found, for 
instance, in [2] and in (71. 
’ As we are going to show in Section 3, 4 depends monotonically on a. 
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Moreover, if we set 
u(x, Y> = Y - ql(W,,&~ Y)h 4x7 Y) = -w%,@t& Y)), (11) 
then u and u solve the physical problem described in the Introduction. In 
fact, u and u are, respectively, the piezometric head and the stream function, 
conjugated harmonic in Q, satisfying also the boundary conditions 
u = h on [OE], u = 0 on [AB], 21= q on [OA]; 
u = $(x) and u = 0 on r. 
(121 
We have the following 
THEOREM 1.1. In 10, s[, 4 is analytic. 
Proof. In [2] is proved that Dy(wa,$ E C:,:(D); so (w~,~),,,,, (w,,& and 
k7,,-L = Xn - kl,~)yy are locally bounded in D. Thanks to the Lipschitz 
character of q5 (see [l]), we are able to apply the results of [8] to get the C’ 
regularity and then of [ 161 to get the local analyticity of 4. 
Remark 1.2. We recall that this property can be obtained also by 
applying a method due to Jensen [ 141. 
2. CONVEXITY OF THE FREE BOUNDARY 
In this section we establish the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. The function 4’ is strictly monotone decreasing in IO, s[, 
with 
qv(O’) = 0, qv(s-) = -aI. (13) 
This theorem will be proved in several steps: first of all, by means of 
technical lemmas, we get that the free boundary can have at most two 
inflection points (Lemma 2.11); this allows us to obtain (13), which is 
sufficient o prove that such inflection points cannot exist. 
LEMMA 2.2. One has 
1 
%xX, 4(x)) = 1 + {$Q)}2 ’ 
- 4’(x) 
wx& 4(x)) = 1 + {g,(x)]2 a3 
(14) 
3 Here and in the remaining part of this section we write w instead of the function w,,? 
satisfying (4),..., (10). 
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Proof: Because of Theorem 1.1, w is analytic on r: differentiating the 
relation Vw(x, )(x)) = (0,O) and taking into account that dw(x, $(x)) = 1 for 
x E JO, s[, we get (14), (15). 
LEMMA 2.3. Let x0 E IO, s[ be such that 6(x,,) # 0. For any 
neighbourhood U of (x,, , $(x,,)), wyy lUN cannot take an extremum at 
t-G 5 It%))* 
Proof. See [ 12). 
The following general emma allows us to get the local boundedness of the 
second derivatives of w near the points E, A, S; it is a generalization of a 
result obtained by Caffarelli et al. (see [lo]). Let us introduce some 
notations. 
In the (r, 8) plane, for fixed L and E, with 1 > E > 0, let 
B, = ((r, 8) ( E. < r < 1, 0 < 6 < w}, 
z, = {(A, e) ( 0 < e < 7r}, 
Z,={(E,e)lo<e<7r). 
(16) 
Denote by y, and yz two continuous curves defined in [0, l] such that 
yi(t) E &, (t E JO, l[), y,(O) = (0, 0), y,(l) E Z, for i = 1,2, and g, n pz = 
{(O,O)}, where y! denotes the range of yi, Finally, let A, be the domain 
bounded by Z,, Z,, $7, and f2. We have 
LEMMA 2.4. Let ty E Lp(B,) for some p > 2, such that 
(i) y is harmonic in B,, 
(ii) y is analytic in B,\((O, 0)}, 
(iii) I,Y <N on (gl U p2)\{(0, 0)}, for some N > 0. 
Then y is bounded from above on &. 
Proof. For fixed E > 0, let <, be the solution of the problem 
A&=0 in B,, 
t,(r, 0) = t,(r, a) = N, c<r<A, 
t,(e, 8) = max{v(E, 81, NIT o<e<7I, 
t,(A, 0) = max{c, N), o<e<n, 
wherecrmaxvonZ,n;i,. 
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By the maximum principle we have that & > N on B, in particular on 
&I, n B,: so we get 
t,(r, 0) 2 v(r, 0) on XC. (17) 
After an antireflection with respect o the x axis, we deal with the following 
problem: 
At6 = 0, in 8,, 
FE@, 0) = max{c, NJ, o<e<q 
5,(A, 0) = 2N - max (c, N), nGe<22n, 
QE, e) = max{ vf(c, a N), o<e<n, 
QE, 8) = 2N - max{ W(e, -e), N}, 7Cqee227c, 
where BC E {(r, 8) 1 E ( r < A,0 < 8 ,< 2~) and tC is the extension of {, . Let 
.Z+ {(n,e)lo <eg27q, 2, = ((E, e) lo < 8 G 24. 
We can express & as a sum of two harmonic functions U, and V,, satisfying 
the boundary conditions 
V,=O onZE, VF=tEonZn, 
U,=tEonZ,, UC=0 onZ,. 
By the maximum principle, 
I V,I < max{c, Nl on 8,. (18) 
Now we look for an estimate of the growth of 17,. Let 
(i) G(r,&p,()=&log 
~4 - 2~5~ cos(e - 4) + 2~2 
~*{p*+r*-2rpcos(8-4)} 
be the Green function of the set {(r, 0) 1 E < r, 0 < 0 < 2n}; 
(ii) A(r,8)=( {l~~(~,I)--Nl+N}~(r,8;~,9)dZ. 
2, 
be the Poisson integral on 2, of the continuous function { (& - N( + N}. It is 
easy to prove that 
AA=0 inB,, 
A(&, 8) = I?&, e) - ~1 + N 2 1 w, e)i on&,, 
A(& 0) 2 0 onz,; 
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the maximum principle then gives ( UE(r, 19)[ < A(r, 19) on i?@. Since 




where k is a positive constant. Recalling that the function (E, 4) t+ 
max{v(s, d), IV} belongs to Lp(B,), we have that the function E M 
s; E (max( v(e, #), iV}jp d# belongs to L’(0, A). For a suitable sequence (E,] 
converging to zero, E, > 0, 
so that, applying the Holder inequality, (19) becomes 
Recalling (17), (18) and the definition of U, and V,, we get 
Now, the function ly satisfies: 
(i) v is harmonic in A,, 
(ii) v < max{c, N} on ~A,\{(O, O)}, 
(iii) lir$nf{m;x W(e, 0)) cup 
M’cup 
G E ((l/2) &,)% , loi(( l/2) &,)J”P = O* 
This implies that we can apply the Phragmtn-Lindelof principle (see [ 191) 
to complete the proof. 
Remark 2.5. The summability exponent p is related to the opening a of 
the angle where the Phragmen-Lindelof applies; in fact, it is a = (p/2)7r, so 
that p = 2 implies a = rt. 
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LEMMA 2.6. If in Lemma 2.4 we substitute (iii) by 
(iii’) ly > N on (PI U j$)\((O, 0)}, for some real N, 
then v is bounded from below on z,,. 
We recall also the following lemma, due to Friedman and Jensen [ 121: 
LEMMA 2.7. Let T be an open subset of R X R’, with (0,O) E aT. If v is 
harmonic and bounded on Tn B, (B, given by (16)), then 
ljmOir$ v(P) < liif$ v(P) < lijrnC(us;p v(P) < lirr;,up v(P). 
- , -+ 7 
PENT PET PET PECYT 
Now we can return to the study of the properties of r. 
LEMMA 2.8. There exist suitable neighbourhoods U and V of S and E, 
respectively, such that 
(4 wyY is bounded in V f~ a; 
(b) w E W2.a(Uf7 6). 
Proof: (a) Noticing that w,,,, is bounded on the free boundary (see (14)) 
and on [ OE[ (see (l)), it is enough to apply Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6. 
(b) Using (8) and (15) and Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, we get wXY bounded 
in Un 6. Let us prove that wyY is also bounded in Un 0. On ]AS[ one has 
(w,,), = (1 - w,,), = -(wJXX = 0, so, by a reflection with respect o the x- 
axis, we get a function (I?~,,) = [ E Lp(@ Vp E [2, 4[,4 which satisfies the 
problem 
A[=0 in un4, 
c is bounded on XJ n fi, 
O<[<l on (aa n u)\(s). 
By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.6, we get that [ is bounded in Un 3, and then w,,,, is 
bounded in U n 6. Since w,, = xn - w,, , the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.9. Part (a) of Lemma 2.8 can be derived also from [ 151. 
Now we can state the following result: 
LEMMA 2.10. There exist at most two points x’, x”, with 0 < x’ < x” < s 
such that: 
(a) 4’ is monotone increasing in [0, x’ ] U [x”, s], 
(b) #’ is monotone decreasing in [x’,x”]. 
46 ~(x,u)l(L,)ER) 
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Proof. Following the method of [ 121, we consider the regular level 
curves A, defined by w,,,, = Q (a # l), which start on r. A, cannot exit 0, 
neither on r (otherwise the maximum principle and Lemma 2.3 give a 
contradiction); nor on ]OE[ U ]OA[ U ]AS[ (on ]OE[ U ]OA [ it is w,,,, = 1, 
and on ]AS[ it is w,, < 0 ‘). Since A, cannot end at 0 (by a standard 
antireflection argument, w is analytic in a neighbourhood of 0, so 
w,,(O, 0) = 1) there remains only the possibility that A, exits R at E, A, S. 
Let us consider the point A: if Aai starts at (xi, #(xi)) and ends at A 
(i = 1, 2), with 0 <x, <x2, then, applying Lemma 2.7 (taking as T the 
domain bounded by Aa2 and ]OA] and as v the function w,,,,, which is 
bounded in T from below thanks to Lemma 2.6), we get a, < a,. Since a2 Q 
w,,,, < a, on the domain bounded by A,,, Aa2 and r (see Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, 
2.6, 2.7), we conclude that, for every x with x, < x < x2, 
wYY(x2 9Twz)) < WJX, 4(x)) < WY&c, )f&q))* 
This implies that 4’ is monotone decreasing in [x,, x2]. 
Denoting by x/(x”) the infimum (supremum) of the values of x such that 
at (x,$(x)) it starts a curve A, ending at A, we have proved (b). 
In a similar way one can obtain (a). 
Remark 2.11. In the last proof, the result of Lemma 2.6 plays an 
essential role: the version of the Phragmen-Lindelof principle given in [lo] 
does not work here. 
LEMMA 2.12. (a) @(O+) = 0; (b) $‘(s-) =-co. 
ProojI For (a) see [12].6 For (b), by means of a reflection of w with 
respect o the x-axis, we deal with the following problem: 
GE w’-yund),’ 
AG=l in Un4, 
b7 = (G), = (G), = 0 on af?n u: 
here G means the extension of w and the notations of Lemma 2.8 are used. 
Noticing that S has a positive Lebesgue density with respect to the 
’ In [S] we proved that the function I( defined by (11) satisfies u > y in Sa, while u(x, 0) = 0 
for a < x < s: this implies that, for such an x, wY,(x, 0) = 1 - u,(x, 0) < 0. 
6 Note that wYY is bounded near E (see Lemma 2.8(a)). 
’ See Lemma 2.8(b). 
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complement of d, we can apply [8], getting that ad f7 U must be a C’ 
curve: this implies that &n U must have a tangent at S, so (b) is proved. 
The results of Lemmas 2.10 and 2.12 complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.13. Up to now we have used the fact that r ends on ]AB]. 
Nevertheless, if r ends on ]BF[, the method of Friedman and Jensen applies 
as in [ 121 to get the convexity of 4, together with #‘(O+) = 0 and #‘@I-) = 
-co. 
3. FURTHER RESULTS 
Set, for fixed q > h2/2b, 
6 = ]a?[, 0 = aD\& A,(x) = -qx + h*/2, (20) 
K,= (0 E H’(D)1 VI@ =g,B4g>&), (21) 
K,+= {uEK,jv>O}. (22) 
Consider now the following Signorini problems: 
SP, : to find z E K, such that, Vv E K, 
j 
gradz. grad(u-z)dxd’+ (u’-z’)dxdy>O; 
D i D 
SP,+ : to find w E K,+ such that Vy E Kl 
i 
grad w . grad(y - w) dx dy + (y - w) dx dy > 0. 
D 1  ^D 
THEOREM 3.1. SP, and SP: have, respectively, a unique solution z and 
IJI; moreover z = v and both belong to H’(D). 
Proof. Since q > h2/2b implies Kl # 0, then existence and uniqueness 
follow from the general theory of variational inequalities (see [ 181). 
Moreover, choosing in SP, v = z’, it follows that z > 0. Then z solves SP:, 
so it must coincide with VI. The regularity H2(D), for instance for VI, is 
proved in [6]. 
Let us define 
O~{(X,Y)EDI~(X,Y)>OJ, 
A = {(x, 0) E 6 ( 0 < x Q b, z(x, 0) = A,(x) }, 
IEqA. 
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THEOREM 3.2. We have 
AZ =x0, 
D,.?<O on 6,9 
DYz=O on I, 
for every open set A of 6, such that 





Proof. By Theorem 3.1, 0 is open, z being continuous in 0. 
A standard choice of test functions in SP, gives (26). Furthermore, let 
<E H’(D), t>Oo, tle=O, and put in SP, v = z -f <: we have 
O< gradz.gradcdxdy+ rdxdy 
I D i D 
= j 
D\O 
tdxdy- j D&k 
s 
hence J6 D,zrdx < lD,o < dx dy. Since < can be chosen in such a way that 
the L’ norm is arbitrarily small, the trace on 6 being fixed, then we can 
derive (27). Now, require < to belong to Coo(D), to vanish on 0 and to have 
a trace on 6 belonging to D(I). Then v = z +,u< in SP, (,u positive or 
negative, small enough so that v E K4) gives 
This means again that 1J8 D,,zrdx( = 0, and then (28). Finally, let A be 
given as in (29), and suppose that z > A, in some point (x’, 0) E A. By 
continuity, it is z > 1, in a neighbourhood V of (x’, 0), and so Vn 6 c I. 
This contradicts (28). 
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 gives only the interior regularity for z: 
actually, we shall get the Cl-regularity on D. 
First of all, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Vx, 0 ( x < b, VB neighbourhood of x, such that 
B 6$ B, 0 & B, we have z E C’(B n a); moreover the contact set A has a 
finite number of connected components. 
’ Note that the trace of D,z on 6 has meaning, for instance, in H”*(d), since .z E H2(D). 
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Proof: By subtracting to z the solutionfE C’(D) of the problem 
Af= x,, in D, f=Oon 0, D,f=Oon$, (30) 
we can use the results of Frehse [ 131 and Lewy [ 171 to get the proof. 
Now, let us look to the behaviour of z(x, 0) near the origin. For fixed 
u > 0, let 
D, = 10, ab[ x ]-ah, oh[, (31) 
i(Y-wZ for x=O,O,<y<oh, 
g,(x,y> = t(y + h)’ for x=0,-oh<y<O, (32) 
Pk Y> onaD,n {x#O), 
with j3 smooth and satisfying 
(x,y;!;,ohl /TX,Y) = tx*y)~~-oh) Pk Y> = ; (a - u*. (33) 
Let also S, (k = 0, 1) be the solution of 
P k,o: AS, = k in D,, S, = g, on aD,. (34) 
PROPOSITION 3.5. We have S,(x, y) = V(x, y) + &(x, y) in o,, &w-e 
V(x,y)=$ xlogV2T+yarctg$ ) 
( ) 
and Ck is a regular function. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that & = S, - V solves 
A[,=k in D,, 
&Jo, y) = g + ; for lyl <oh, (36) 
x log dT$- y arctg f onaD,n {x#O}, 
and then, @ being smooth, & is at least a Lipschitz function. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. We have S,(x, 0) = (2h/n) x log x + h*/2 + O(x). 
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ProoJ: Let L be the Lipschitz constant of ck (the solution of (36)): we 
have 
= I c&G 0) - Ck(O, 011 < Lx. 
Remark 3.7. Actually, the function O(x) depends on h and b. 
(37) 
COROLLARY 3.8. There exists an v > 0 such that all (x, 0) with 
O(x<q belong to A. 
Proof. By contradiction, let z’ be obtained by a reflection of z around the 
x-axis. Thanks to Proposition 3.4, for c small enough, i has to solve P,,, 
(see (34)). This leads to a contradiction between the Proposition 3.6 and the 
definition of SP,: in fact, f having a behaviour of type x log x near the 
origin, it cannot stay above n,(x). 
COROLLARY 3.9. We have z E Cw(U n 6), where U is a suitable 
neighbourhood of 0. 
ProoJ In fact, z’ E z - (v - h)‘/2 solves dz’ = 0 in U, z’ = 0 on 
[OE] n 0, z’ = -qx on 6 n p; moreover, z’ is smooth on X7 n D. Then, by 
means of an antireflection around the y-axis, we get z’ E Cm(Un b), and 
then z E C”(Un@. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. z E Cl<@. 
Proof. Since dz E Lm(D) (see (26)), then z E W:&‘(D). Furthermore z is 
smooth in a neighbourhood of E, F, F’ and 0 (see Corollary 3.9). Since z is 
obviously regular on the remaining parts of 0 and also on 6 (see 
Proposition 3.4), it still remains to prove that z E C’( Wn 6), where W is a 
neighbourhood of B. There are two possibilities: either q > h2/2b, or q = 
h2/2b. The first implies that z > A, in a neighbourhood W n 6 of B, and then 
z solves a Neumann problem with laplacian bounded in L”O, so it is 
z E C ‘( Wn D). The second possibility implies that z solves 
Az=x,, in WnD, 
z=o on Wf-7 [BF’], 
and satisfies on Wn6, z=A, (if WndcA) or D,z=O (if WnGcI). In 
any case, we have I E Cl(Wn D). 
PROPOSITION 3.11. We have D,z > -q on 0. 
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Proof. By contradiction, assume that o = (P E D 1 D,z(P) < -q) is 
nonvoid. It is o c 0: in fact, if Q E w\(w no), then z(Q) = 0 and 
D,z(Q) < -q, but this is impossible, since z > 0 in D. Then we have 
d(D,.z + q) = 0 in w, so D,z + q takes a strictly negative minimum in a 
point G E &J (note that D,z + q is continuous). Now 
(i) D,z+q=O on LkofTD; 
(ii) D,z > 0 on [EF] U [FF’]; 
(iii) z,, = 1 -zYY on ]EO[; 
(iv) D,z = -q on A n 6, (zJY = 0 on I n 6. 
This means that G can belong only to ]FB] U (0). But in 0 we have 
D,z = -q, since Corollary 3.8 holds. Furthermore, if GE ]F’B[, then in a 
neighbourhood of G it is D,z < 0 and then z > 0 and AZ = 1. It follows that 
z,,(G) = 1, which contradicts the Hopf principle. 
We are still proving that it cannot be G = B. Suppose D,z(B) < -9: we 
have that D,z < 0 in a neighbourhood of B, while z = 0 on [BF’], so z > 0 
and then AZ = 1 in that neighbourhood of B. This allows us to reflect z 
around the x-axis, and so to extend the equation AZ= 1 up to B.” We get 
z;-, = 1, hence B cannot be a minimum point for D,f + q, i.e., it cannot be a 
minimum point for D,z + q. 
The above arguments lead to a contradiction, so o = 0. 
COROLLARY 3.12. There exists a positive number a(q) such that 
A = [OA,], where A, = (u(q), 0). 
Proof. D,z is continuous on 6 and differentiable in I. Suppose that 3c E 
10, b] and 3~’ E ]c, b] such that z(c, 0) > A,(c) and z(c’, 0) =A,(c’). The 
mean value theorem gives the existence of a value c” E ]c, c’[ such that 
D,z(c”, 0) = 
z(c’, 0) - z(c, 0) <-&(c) + &(c’) = 
c’ - c c’ -c -9. 
This contradicts Proposition 3.11. 
Remark 3.13. If q = h2/2b, then Corollary 3.12 gives A = 8. 
Let us now investigate the connections between VI, and SP,. For fixed a, 
VI, provides a discharge q such that the corresponding solution w is C’(D). 
Moreover we have 
I0 As usual, - means the reflection. 
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LEMMA 3.14. In a neighbourhood U of A it is 
w(p, e) = cp3’2 cos ;e + gp, e), (38) 
where C is a positive constant and 6 E C”(g) satisfies At = 1 in U. 
ProoJ By (4), w E Wzvp(U) VpE [2,4[, but w @G C’(q. In fact 
w,,(a-, 0) = 1, while w,,,(a+, 0) < 0 (see footnote 5). Furthermore w satisfies 
Aw,,=O in U, 
WY&G 0) = 1 for 0 <x <a, 
b$,>Y(X~ 0) = 0 for a<x<b.” 
It follows that w must have a behaviour of type Cp3” cos $t? Since 
w,,(p, 8) = - ; cp- 1/Z cm p + ry,(P, @, (39) 
recalling again that w,,,,(x, 0) ,< 0 for a ( x < s, then it follows that C > 0. 
Remark 3.15. From (38) it is easy to obtain that in U 
w,(p, e) = - 9 Cp112 sin $ + &(p, e), 
wx,(p, 8) = $ cp* sin $ + <,,(P, 0 (41) 
LEMMA 3.16. We have w,, > 0 on 8. 
Proof: Thanks to (39), we have wyY < 1 in a neighbourhood @ of A, 
hence w,, = 1 - wYy > 0 in I? Furthermore, wyY is at least continuous near 
E and S ‘* (once more by a reflection argument, using (13)). Since w,, is in 
Co@‘@? Awyy = 0 in fi\w, wyv Q 1 on a@\#‘) (W given by the first part 
of this proof), then we have w,,,, < 1 in a\w. This means that the assertion 
holds. 
THEOREM 3.17. Let q be the unique value of the discharge such that the 
solution w to VI, is smooth (a fixed). Then w solves also SP,. 
ProoJ (i) w E K,. In fact, w = g on 0, and Lemma 3.16 implies that 
w > A, on 6 (note that the discharge satisfies q > h2/2b (see [5])). 
” See the proof of Lemma 2.8(b). 
I* And the same also near T= (b, /(b)), if f ends on (BF[ (see Remark 2.13). 
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(ii) Vu E K,, we have 
I Vw.V(o-w)dxdy+ (II+‘-wf)dxdy D I D 
= - 
J 
xn(v - w) dx dy - w,(v - w) dx 
D i 6 
+ 
I 
(u+ - w)dxdy 
D 
= I u+ dxdy+ v-dxdy D\Q n 
- I wy{ v(x, 0) - A,(x)} dx > 0. St-IA 
Notice that we used (27) and (28). 
COROLLARY 3.18. Let q be chosen as in Theorem 3.17: the solution to 
SP, has a contact set A given by [0, a] X (0). 
Proof. It is obvious, by uniqueness of SP, and by Theorem 3.17. 
THEOREM 3.19. The map ++: q t, a(q) provided by Corollary 3.12 is 
continuous and strictly decreasing from [h*/26, foe [ with values on 10, b]. 
Proof. For every q with h2/2b <q < +co, the contact set A of the 
solution to SP, does not reduce to the origin (see Corollary 3.8). Conversely, 
for every a with 0 < a < b, the discharge is a number q > h2/2b. Let us prove 
that q is decreasing. Suppose that there exist two values of the discharge, 
q2 > q1 > h2/2b, such that a, E a(q,) < a(q,) = a*. Denote by zi, Oi, Ai, Ii, 
Ai the solution, the set of positivity, etc., corresponding to qi. 
(i) We claim that z2 < zi . By contradiction, assume that w z (P E D 1 
(z2-zl)(P)>O}#O. We have wc0, and c5n6c12. Then,d(z,-z,)= 
1 - AZ, > 0 in o, and so z2 -z, has to attain its positive maximum value in 
a point Q E do. But in ao n 0 it is z2 = zl, while in &c n 8 it is 
(z2 - zi), = -(z,), > 0. Since Q cannot lie on aw n D, by continuity, then 
we get the contradiction. Notice in particular that 0, c 0,. 
(ii) Now, we have z2 -zr < 0 in O,, with d(z, - z2) = 1 -AZ, 20. 
Hence we have either zi E z2 in 0,) or 0 < max,,(z, - z2) = (z2 - zi)(Q), for 
a suitable Q E 30,. Let us prove that both possibilities are false. In fact 
z,(ia,, 0) = &($a,) > l&a,) = z&a,, 0), and then z, rk z2 in 0,. 
Furthermore, Q cannot belong to a0, n (DUO), where zI = z2, or to 
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[A,B[, where (zi - zJ,, = 0, or to [AIA2], where (z, - zJ,, = (-z& > 0. It 
remains [OA ,I: but here it is (z, - z*)~ = q2 - q, > 0, hence Q must coincide 
with A,, where it is (zi - z& > 0. We derive that also the second possibility 
cannot hold, and then r decreases. Now, let us prove that n is also 
continuous. If q1 > h*/2b, i = 1, 2, then the maximum principle gives 
(42) 
Suppose that q1 T q2. At least it must exist some ti such that a, -+ d (because 
q is monotone): of course it is d 2 a*. If E > a,, then 
This is impossible, since ]A,B [ = I,, and zi converges uniformly to z2 (see 
(42)). Conversely, if q, 1 q2, then a, converges again to some a=< a*. If 
i < a2, then in the segment [(d O)(a,, O)] the uniform limit z2 of z, has to be 
strictly greater than L,. This is impossible, since [OA,] =A,. So the proof is 
complete. 
THEOREM 3.20. Let ,u be the map a I--+ q(a) provided by VI,, defined on 
10, b] with values in [h2/2b, +co [. We have ,u = 9-l. 
ProoJ: Let us fix a value a E 10, b] and then solve SP,,,, . We get a 
solution z whose contact set is exactly [0, r@(a))] X (0). Corollary 3.18 
implies that r,+(a)) = a. Since v admits the inverse mapping (see 
Theorem 3.19), then we have ,u(a) = r-‘(a). In particular, also p is 
continuous and decreasing, and q is its inverse function. 
PROPOSITION 3.21. If a, < a,, then u1 ( u2, w, < w2, l2, cl2,.‘” 
Proof. If a, < a,, then q(a,) > q(a,) ( see Theorem 3.20) and so w1 = z1 < 
z2 = wz (see Theorem 3. 19(i)),14 hence J2, = 0, c 0, = S2,. Now, assume 
that o z {P E D 1 z+(P) - u,(P) ( 0) is nonvoid. Since w c Q, , then 
d(u, - ui) = 0 in w, and the negative minimum of u2 - u1 has to be attained 
on ao. As usual, this is impossible, so we have u, > u,. 
Let us now consider a sequence a,, T a,: for each a,, let us define the 
corresponding z,, zm, etc. We have 
I3 W, and Q,, i= 1, 2, are, respectively, the solution to VI,, and its positivity set; ui= 
y - D, wi is the piezometric head. 
I4 Notice that the proof of (i) works with only the requirement that qz > q,, leaving the 
condition a, < a2 apart. 
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THEOREM 3.22. (zn} (respectively, { wR}, {u,}) is an increasing sequence 
which converges uniformly to z, (resp. woo, u,); {Q,} is also increasing and 
it converges in the set sense to 0,. 
Proof. The convergence of z, and w, is already proved by (42) and 
Theorem 3.20.15 Moreover fl, c R,, i, so n H 0, is a monotone increasing 
sequence. Set b = U F= i R, . We have R, t fi: in fact, if P E .(2,, then 
z,(P) > 0, hence, for n big enough, z,(P) > 0, so that P E r’l. Conversely, if 
z,(P) > 0 (hence P E Q,), then z, > z, > 0, since {z,,) is increasing. This 
implies that P E R,, so b c Q,, and then R, T Q,. 
Let us prove that u,, T U, uniformly in 0. 
(i) We claim that, for all n, (z,,),, > (z,,+ i),, . In fact, set 
z = z, - z,+ ,: since 0, c O,, i (see Proposition 3.21), and zY = 0 in 
D\O”,l, we only prove that zY 2 0 in O,, , , or better still z,, > 0 in O,, 
recalling (9).16 In 0, we have AZ, = 0, so the minimum value is attained on 
yz;., E;AaOn n 9 it. is (z,Jy = 0 and p,+ ,>, = (w,+ J, < 0 (see (9));‘, on 
,,+iB] it is z,=O (and this happens also on [BT,,,], if 
nonvoid). Furthermore, on [A,A,+ i] it is (z,,)~ = 0 and (z,+ ,)Y < 0 (see 
(27)) while on ]OA,[ it is zYY = 0. All this implies that zY > 0 in 0,. 
(ii) Again by the maximum principle it is easy to prove that, for all n, 
(z,>, > Y - H. 
(iii) Now we can complete the proof. By standard results on 
continuous dependence on the data we have 
lIz,lIiw < C(ll AZ, Itmm -t- II z, Ili.ww 
+ IIG.Ir/~w4,~J Vn* 
Since 
+ ‘,dX> - ‘,dt) ’ dx dt <K x-t \ 9 
then we have 
Ilzn lliiwI~ GKI independent of n. (43) 
Since {z,} converges uniformly to I, (see Theorem 3.22), then (43) implies 
that {(z”),,} converges weakly in L2(D) to (z~)~. From (i) and (ii) we derive 
I5 The monotonicity is given by Proposition 3.21. 
I6 Indeed, in O,, ,\O, we have (z,)~ = 0, while (zn+ ,)y < 0. 
” We recall that TE (b, )(b)), if the free boundary meets (BF[. 
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that, for all P E D, {(z,),(P)} is d ecreasing and bounded from below, so that 
{(z,),} must converge point by point to a limit which has to be necessarily 
(z,),. Hence a well-known theorem says that {(z,J,} must converge 
uniformly to (zoo),,. It follows that {u,} - { y - (z,J,,} converges uniformly to 
urn = Y - km), . 
Remark 3.23. The rate of convergence of {u,} to u, can be estimated 
by evaluating IIkJy - (zm)yllLm~D~ in terms of /q, - q,/, as done in [3]. 
Notice that the required regularity C ‘*“* D for z, and z, is actually true, as ( ) 
it is easy to prove by using [9] (away from 6 it is possible to repeat 
arguments imilar to those given in Proposition 3.10). 
Now, we are interested in the asymptotic connection between a and q, 
when a goes to zero. Clearly, we have q -+ +co, otherwise there must exist 
some q corresponding to a solution of SP, whose contact set contains only 
the origin. This is impossible, because of Corollary 3.12. 
PROPOSITION 3.24. There exists K > 0, depending on h but not on q, 
such that for every q > h2/2b 
a(q)<Kexp --&q .I ! 
Proox Let S, solve P,,, with p(x, y) r0 (see (32) and (34)). Since 
(S,), = 0 on 6, by symmetry, then the maximum principle gives S, < z on D, 
for every q. Recalling Proposition 3.6, we have that Vq > h2/2b, 
h* 
Z(X.O)>SI(X,o)~~Xlog~+T-~x, (44) 
where L is the Lipschitz constant of the solution of (36). Let x, be the non- 
trivial solution of the equation 
we have immediately 
x,=exp $(L-q)/ . 
I 
Recalling (44), it is obvious that a(q) < x,, so we get the assertion. Notice 
that the constant K has the form exp{(z/2h)L}, where L depends on h (see 
Remark 3.7).” 
I8 As we are going to see later, the constant K can be determined more exactly. 
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PROPOSITION 3.25. Forjixed a, h, 6, let u and v be defined through (11). 
Suppose b > a + h.19 Then we have u, < 0 and v, Q 0 in 6, the inequalities 
being strict in Q. 
ProoJ Since v, = -w,,, the Lemma 3.16 gives v, < 0 in fi. Consider 
now wXY: thanks to (41) we have that wXY > 0 in a neighbourhood of A. 
Furthermore, wXY is continuous in fi, away from A, and harmonic in S. 
Owing to (15), we have wXY 2 0 on p, moreover wXY = 0 on IAS], (w,~)~ = 
(w~,,)~= 0 on [OA[, (wX,), = (w,,),, = 0 on [OE[ (we used the fact that 
along these segments w is smooth, as well as in 0, S, and E, thanks to a 
symmetry argument). It follows that 0 < wXY = -u, in a. Finally, since u, 
and v, are harmonic in Q and not constant, then u, < 0 and v, < 0 in an. 
PROPOSITION 3.26. Under the same assumptions of Proposition 3.25, 
denoting by q the discharge determined by VI,, the map f: (x + iy) I-+ 
(u + iv) is conformal from f2 with values on 
~0 E 10, h[ X 10, q]; (46) 
moreover f is continuous and a one to one mapping between d and Do. 
Proof. f is holomorphic in Q and continuous in 6; furthermore 
Proposition 3.25 implies that f is conformal. Since f is holomorphic, with 
RE(f ‘) = u, < 0, and Q is convex, then f is one to one between R and f (0). 
Let us look what happens on the boundary. Thanks to the continuity and to 
Proposition 3.25, we have that f(LX2) cX?’ and that aa0 is covered 
completely, continuously and monotonically (the monotonicity is strict, 
otherwise, if a segment of a52 is mapped in a point of ano, then u and v are 
constant on that segment, which is impossible by the Cauchy theorem). This 
completes the proof. 
Let us fix h > 0 and q > 0: define Q” as in (46) and then So = (0, 0), E” - 
(h, 0), 0: G (h, q), A0 z (0, q). Consider the odograph problem 
OP: To find x = x(u, v) and y = y(u, v), such that x + iy is holomorphic in 
.R”; moreover the following boundary conditions have to be satisfied: 
y = 0 on (SoA’] U [A’O’], y = u in [SOEO], x = 0 on [EOOO]. 
I9 We recall that in this case r meets JAB] (see IS]); in fact this requirement leads to a 
simplification, even if it does not play an essential role. 
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PROPOSITION 3.27. We have 
sinh (2k + 1) -$ (q - u) 
X I I 7 71 (47) 
sinh (2k+ l)zq 
I I 
x(24, u)= $- g wk 
I 
TL 
kc,, (2k+ l>’ 





sinh (2k+ l)%q 
I ’ 
(48) 
Proof. If you look for a solution of type*’ 
then, imposing dy = 0 and the boundary conditions, you get (47). 
Furthermore, requiring that X(U, u) is harmonic conjugated of y(u, u), you get 
also (48). 
In particular, we have the following 
COROLLARY 3.28. The map g: (u, u) I+ (x, y), where x and y solve OP, 
is continuous on Do. 
PROPOSITION 3.29. If g and f are defined by Corollary 3.28 and 
Proposition 3.26, respectiuely, then it is g = f -I on a’. 
ProoJ: Following Proposition 3.26, f-’ exists. Moreover, if (u, u) solves 
the physical problem, then $ -‘(u, u) solves OP. By the uniqueness, we have 
f -‘(u, u> = g(u, u>. 
Remark 3.30. By now, it is obvious that f is bi-continuous between d 
and Do. 
*’ It is convenient to reflect y and 0’ with respect to [P@‘], where we have yu = 0.. 
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COROLLARY 3.3 1. For the physical problem, we have 






as q + +oo, a(q) is of the same order of exp 
(i)-(iv) do not need anything. Moreover, setting r E .-.. 
. 
exp(-(n/Zh)q), we have 
1;: $ 2 
I 
(-Uk 2 1 16h 
k=O (2k+ 1)2 r-W+l) _ rZktl r=F’ I 
Remark 3.32. In particular, we find again the one-sided asymptotic 
estimate given in Proposition 3.24. 
Remark 3.33. The hodograph method (or the “inverse transformation 
method”) has been used by many authors: for this problem, see [20], where 
a survey about this argument can be found. In the general case, it is difficult 
to justify the equivalence between the physical problem and the hodograph 
one. However, in our case this equivalence is very easy to prove. In fact 
Theorem 3.19 shows that it is possible to obtain a physical problem from 
each hodograph problem; then the equivalence is obtained by means of 
Proposition 3.29. 
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